The idea of nature as engineer is an old one, but the realization that this metaphor can be extended (should we say retracted?) to the molecular scale has become common currency only over the past two decades or so. Two reasons for this are perhaps paramount. First, the picture of the cell has been transformed from that of a 'wet chemical' melange-'a vessel, filled with a homogeneous solution, in which all chemical processes take place', as Franz Hofmeister put it in 1901-into an image of a sort of fluid factory, a production plant in which molecular machinery works in near-fantastic orchestration to generate complex products from raw materials. This mechanism is self-assembling, self-repairing and self-replicating. The concept of proteins and nucleic acids as 'molecular machines' is now a mainstream one in cell biology. Second, technological advances have made us accustomed to the idea that engineering can be conducted at scales too small to see with the naked eye, yet employing principles-mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, optical, tribological-familiar from the macroscopic world. Molecular electronics and computing, microelectromechanical devices and nanotechnology, are now mainstream concepts, and are validated by at least some degree of physical realization.
Introduction
Why copy nature? Biomimetics has become such a popular buzzword that there is a risk of it becoming its own justification, as if mimicking biology will undoubtedly turn out for the good. Yet there is little in the history of chemistry, materials science or engineering to show that this need be so. The steam engine, internal combustion engine, jet engine and rocket engine owe no debt to inspiration from nature. A great deal of industrial chemistry depends on catalysts that have evolved through a mixture of serendipity, trial and error and rational planning-but without heed to the details of the way enzymes work. Steam reforming (to make hydrogen from hydrocarbons), sulphuric acid synthesis, the FischerTropsch or Haber-Bosch processes use rugged and rather coarse inorganic catalysts. And nature offers little guidance for creating strong superalloys or high-temperature ceramics such as silicon carbide and silicon nitride.
The benefits are apparent, however, when our aim shares more in common with the exigencies of nature. Life does not operate at very high temperatures, in high-vacuum conditions or in organic solvents. If the desire is to conduct chemistry at room temperature in aqueous media (and there are good economic and environmental reasons for wanting to do so), or to make organic compounds with complex architectures and precisely defined stereochemistry, then nature shows itself to possess an astonishing repertoire of tricks. If materials have to be simultaneously cheap, lightweight and tough, the chances are that we will already be using nature's fabrics in that application: wood, leather, paper. And as chemistry's synthetic targets become ever more sophisticated, embracing many-molecule supramolecular assemblies rather than simple small molecules, they converge ever more closely with the 'molecular machinery' [1] of the cell.
One of the key issues is scale. Engineering is getting smaller. Microfluidics technologies are offering 'laboratories on a chip', microscopic devices for conducting synthetic and analytical chemistry. It is increasingly the case that control of materials structure on the nanometre scale provides the point of entry into new properties: superplasticity of ceramics, increased strength of metals, ultrafine filtration, finely tuned magnetic and electronic behaviour. Microelectronics continues its incredible shrinking act with only the barest hint of any weakening of Gordon Moore's 'law', the notion that computer power or component density on a chip doubles every 18 months. And the density of data storage has to keep in step, increasing to meet and contain the information revolution.
This reduction in scale brings engineering down to length scales comparable with the dimensions of cells or subcellular constituents. There are two ways in which one could respond to this situation. One could regard the coincidence in scale as irrelevant, since engineering's traditional methods and materials have nothing in common with those of the cell. Consistent with this attitude, chip circuitry is still fashioned by lithographic means, although the technology must be adapted for shorter-wavelength radiation to permit higher resolution: x-rays or hard ultraviolet light for photolithography, or direct electron-beam etching. (At present there is no consensus in the information technology industries as to which of these approaches is the best candidate.) Information continues to be stored magnetically, but needs media of higher coercivity to enable smaller areal dimensions per bit. Some argue that the future of device technology resides in the quantum regime: at nanometre scales, quantum-mechanical effects become unavoidable and so must be turned into a benefit through new device principles and architectures. The quantum computer is one potential product of this perspective. It is, in any event, a nanoworld that is a very long way from the biological domain.
The other option is to realize that the cell faces many, if not most, of the same challenges as we do-to make materials, to harness, convert and transmit energy, to store and process information, to generate motion-but that it often uses principles quite different from a scaled-down version of our own technologies. If there is no obvious reason that the solutions we have adopted at the macroscopic scale remain optimal at the microscopic, then why not wipe the slate clean and approach nanoscale engineering with an open mind about the best fabrics and designs for devices and functional systems, guided and informed by cell biology?
The ideal position probably lies, as ever, somewhere in between. I feel that the literal down-sizing of mechanical engineering popularized by nanotechnologists such as Eric Drexler [2] -whereby every nanoscale device is fabricated from hard moving parts, cogs, bearings, pistons and camshafts-fails to acknowledge that there may be better, more inventive ways of engineering at this scale, ways that take advantage of the opportunities that chemistry and intermolecular interactions offer. (For a debate on the pros and cons of mechanical and chemical visions of nanotechnology, see [3] ). On the other hand, we should remember that the cell's objectives are not necessarily the engineer's. For cellular information processing, accuracy is more important than speed. 'Cost' to the cell does not accord with 'cost' to manufacturing through a tidy conversion table. The materials of the cell need not be prescriptive. And perhaps most importantly of all, there is no justification whatsoever for assuming that nature is optimized for any particular function. This is perhaps the biggest trap for a naive approach to biomimetics. Nature is superb at 'making do', but that does not mean we also have to make do. There are plenty of examples in biology of a structure that initially served one function being adapted to serve another; indeed, one could probably make a case that this is the defining feature of Darwinian evolution. What engineer would select the back-to-front wiring of the retina, with its inevitable consequence of a blind spot for the re-entrant cable?
That said, the key point is that nature has evolved in ways that, at the molecular scale, make inventive and elegant uses of chemistry. To take an example more or less at random, the use of allosteric effects by haemoglobin to fine-tune the protein's affinity for oxygen in different environments is exquisite. Imagine trying to design from first principles a system with haemoglobin's oxygen-sensitive oxygen affinity-there is not at all an obvious solution, and the engineer's answer would be likely to involve a cumbersome system of sensors and switches. Engineering is often about trying to eliminate chemistry, which is why many high-tech synthetic processes are conducted in ultrahigh vacuum. At the molecular scale, either we embrace chemistry or we resign ourselves to perpetually swimming upstream. Once we accept this, it is no effort to see that, even if nature has not necessarily found all the best ideas already, it does have some awfully good ones.
Nanoscale mechanisms

Catalysis
The insight evident in Emil Fischer's deduction, in 1894, of the 'lock and key' mechanism of enzyme action-before crystallography, indeed before a clear picture had emerged of molecular structure as an organized, three-dimensional affair-is still astonishing. With thousands of enzyme structures now solved and the number growing daily, this image is embroidered with ever more elegant detail. Fischer's idea, that the enzyme has a cleft at the active site within which its substrate makes a good geometrical fit, is basically sound, but in need of refinement in some important ways. The 'induced fit' model developed in the 1970s speaks of a binding site that is by no means rigid but adapts itself to the substrate. Changes in conformation of the enzyme's binding site following the transformation of the substrate can provide the trigger for its expulsion, a necessary event if the enzyme is to act catalytically and not stoichiometrically. And it is clear that at least as important as the considerations of a good geometric fit is the nature of the microenvironment inside the binding cavity. For Imidazole functional groups on the rim (X in (b)) help to catalyse the regiospecific hydrolysis of a cyclic phosphodiester (b), which is bound in the hydrophobic cavity.
example, carboxylic acid groups that will be wholly ineffective at hydrolysing polysaccharides in aqueous solution are quite adequate for the job within the active site of lysozyme, because they are not solvated and screened as they are in water. The active site, in other words, can provide an effectively different (often hydrophobic) solvating medium which profoundly alters the reactivity of its functional groups relative to their behaviour in aqueous solution.
There are several lessons here for chemists wishing to develop artificial catalysts that can mimic enzymes in terms of their selectivity, efficiency and stereospecificity. At a relatively crude level, the microporous aluminosilicates called zeolites have long been regarded as enzyme mimics because their molecular-scale pores, intrinsic elements of the crystal structure and therefore precisely defined in size and shape, allow for various types of selective catalysis. The pores may, for example, admit linear but not branched hydrocarbons for catalytic cracking or rearrangement. Or the internal pore space may be too constrained to accommodate a particular transition state, and so might direct the reaction down one pathway to the exclusion of another. In either case, geometric size effects impose selectivity in a manner that recalls the ability of a substrate to fit an enzyme's active site.
The internal space of the zeolites is superacidic: hydroxy groups attached to the silicate framework are highly acidic and will protonate even alkanes. This property is a function of the microenvironment-zeolites can, after all, be handled quite safely. The degree of biomimicry can be enhanced by incorporating transition-metal ions such as titanium into the crystal framework, like those that lie within the active sites of metalloproteins, or even by encapsulating catalytically active coordination complexes within the cavities of the microporous network. Once assembled, the complexes are too large to exit through the narrower tunnels that open onto the cavities, and the result is a 'ship-in-a-bottle' catalyst [4] .
But this remains rather rudimentary mimicry. One aim of supramolecular chemistry is to devise molecules that bind substrates according to rather exacting geometric requirements, as a result of precise placement of interacting groups. A fruitful line of research stems from the work of Cramer in the 1950s and 1960s on cyclodextrins. These watersoluble bucket-shaped cyclic molecules possess hydrophobic cavities reminiscent of enzyme binding pockets. Small hydrophobic molecules can be bound inside the cavities with binding constants that can approach those of enzyme-substrate unions. A regioselective chlorination of anisole at the para position can be effected by binding it inside a cyclodextrin such that only this position is accessible to attack [5] . And two decades ago Breslow and co-workers developed a cyclodextrin-based mimic of the enzyme ribonuclease, which breaks down RNA [6] . The enzyme catalyses the hydrolysis of a cyclic phosphate in a highly selective manner, which can be mimicked by a cyclodextrin molecule functionalized with imidazole groups (figure 1). There is now a broad range of cyclodextrin-based mimics of biomolecules [7] ; very recently an enzyme mimic was reported that catalyses the chemiluminescence (oxidation) reaction of luminol, with potential applications in molecular sensing [8] .
Hydrogen bonds often play a role in the binding of substrate to enzyme, and are particularly valuable for shapeselective binding because of their directional nature. The use of hydrogen bonding in artificial receptor molecules has been studied in particular by Hamilton and co-workers, who have reported receptors exquisitely sculpted to bind their targets and stabilize a particular transition state during catalytic transformation (figure 2) [9] .
There are still many tricks to be learnt from enzymes for conducting delicate chemistry in water under mild conditions. More recently, awareness has developed of how enzymes may exploit dynamical degrees of freedom to effect a transformation. For example, the enzyme Spo0F from Bacillus subtilis, which participates in the conversion of cells to dormant spores, is activated when phosphorylation turns on new dynamic conformational states [10] . And vibrational states may play a part in enabling quantum-mechanical proton tunnelling in the rate-determining step of the mechanism of alcohol dehydrogenase [11] . I am not aware that these subtle effects have yet been used in synthetic catalytic systems.
Self-assembly
The dream of 'machines that make themselves' motivates much of Drexler's book Engines of Creation [12] . Selfassembly and replication, the paradigms of molecular and cell biology, are being increasingly seen as desirable goals for engineering. The alternative-laborious fabrication of individual structures 'by hand'-is still the way that electronic and micromechanical devices are made today, by a sequence of deposition, patterning, etching or mechanical manipulation that becomes ever harder as the scales shrink and the device areal density increases. So how does the cell build a structure as complex as the Golgi apparatus, the chloroplast or the chromosome-charged mitotic spindle?
The complete answer involves as much fussy detail as any human-made device. But the general principle is quite different: the molecular components come ready programmed with the information needed to bring them together in the right configuration. This is a proof of principle of the kind of 'programmed chemistry' advocated by Lehn [13] .
One of the most elegant examples is the cell membraneat its simplest level, a bilayer of phospholipid molecules. The lipids have all the chemical functionality they needa hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic tail-to ensure assembly into the oriented array in which the hydrophobic regions are shielded from water. What is particularly valuable about this arrangement is that even so simple a supramolecular geometry permits several different mesostructures: flat lamellar stacks, closed vesicles (liposomes) with shapes ranging from spherical to disc-like or branched [14] , and topologically complex disordered and ordered networks like those seen respectively in the smooth endoplasmic reticulum and in 'cubosomes' [15] . In biology these mesostructures are no doubt shaped by factors such as the disposition of embedded membrane proteins, but simple physical considerations such as the role of curvature energy get us surprisingly far in understanding them. It is no wonder, then, that the amphiphilic sheet, bilayer and vesicle have become familiar motifs in biomimetic materials and structures. In one such application at least, biomimicry is literally a matter of imitation to the point of deception: synthetic liposomes are employed as drug-delivery vehicles, being biocompatible, biodegradable and not readily recognized as foreign particles in the bloodstream. But the selforganizing principle of amphiphiles has been used in countless contexts: for the synthesis of monodisperse nanoparticles inside reverse micelles [16] , the creation of polymerized vesicles and ordered polymeric pore networks [17, 18] , the templating of inorganic structures and materials such as ceramic tubules [19] or mesoporous silica (figure 3) [20] and the creation of sensors in which substrate binding events lead to a colour change in cross-linked polyacetylenic films [21] . One might ask whether some of these examples can truly be called biomimetic simply because they deploy the same selfassembly principles as cell membranes. But historically the link between organized amphiphilic assemblies and studies of biomembranes has been a close one, and the exchange is not necessarily all one way: lipid membranes provide an ideal in vitro model for studying cell-surface processes [17] , and their self-assembly and immobilization on patterned substrates can enable the construction of microarrays for membrane proteins [22] , which may be useful in biotechnology and drug discovery. A more sophisticated self-assembly process in nature is the folding of a protein to its native state. Here the idea of 'programmed molecules' operates in one of its most remarkable manifestations. The protein contains all the information required for its correct folding, in the form of the hydrophobicity, hydrogen-bonding capacity, electrostatic charge distribution and other properties of the amino acid residues. Of course, the folding process generally requires the assistance of molecular chaperones, and prosthetic groups such as metal centres and sugars are typically needed to give the apoprotein its functional form. But the point is that the linear polypeptide chain is pre-programmed to adopt and maintain its compact, three-dimensional form. One of the principal programmed motifs of protein folding is the β-sheet, a secondary-structural component that has been designed into some synthetic molecules [23, 24] . As well as providing a model system for making molecules with well-defined higherorder structures, understanding β-sheet formation might lead to new antibiotics [25] and treatments for diseases in which this process plays a role.
Using non-covalent interactions of this sort to guide the assembly of many molecules into organized structures is the major focus of supramolecular chemistry [13] . One could say that in this context 'learning from nature' takes the form of an 'existence proof' rather than a slavish copying of the details. Certainly, hydrogen bonding is used extensively for supramolecular organization; but so are metalion coordination chemistry, donor-acceptor interactions, π-stacking and other forces that might guide the recognition process. Metal ions, for example, have been deployed by Sauvage and co-workers as organizing centres around which ligands are draped in geometries characteristic of the metal's oxidation state, so as to pre-arrange the organic components for forging into supramolecular topologies such as linked rings (catenanes) or knots (figure 4(a)) [26, 27] . Donoracceptor interactions, meanwhile, have furnished a different breed of catenanes and threaded molecular assemblies called rotaxanes ( figure 4(b) ) [28] .
One self-assembly strategy that is abundantly illustrated in biology is the use of templates. The idea of using non-covalent supramolecular interactions to assist covalent synthesis is inherent in the formation of proteins on messenger RNA, catalysed by the ribosome, as well as the formation of mRNA on DNA (transcription) and the replication of DNA itself. In all these cases, a template molecule helps to bring the components of the product into the right juxtaposition via hydrogen bonding. The selectivity-the appropriate choice of the next component in the assembly process-derives from the specificity of base pairing (in the case of protein synthesis, this involves the docking of the anti-codon on amino-acid-charged transfer RNA onto the corresponding codon on mRNA). Sauvage's catenane synthesis can in fact be considered to employ such a templating strategy, with a mere metal ion acting as the template. More dramatically, biology reveals how templating is the key to chemical replication, which has now been achieved in a number of synthetic systems [29] [30] [31] .
But templating operates in nature at larger scales too. Most strikingly, the form, mesostructure and even the polymorph of biominerals is specified by organic components that guide the precipitation process. The classic example is nacre, in which slabs of calcium carbonate (primarily aragonite) are interleaved with sheets of proteinaceous material. The idea that acidic groups at the surface of the protein sheets are disported in a manner that matches epitaxially with the aragonite crystal lattice now seems to be overly simplistic; but it is clear that the nucleation and growth of the inorganic material is under close control from the organic matrix. The delicately patterned silica exoskeletons of diatoms and radiolarians, meanwhile, are apparently 'casts' of vesicle-based organic assemblies or organic droplet arrays that act as templates [32, 33] . This is highly reminiscent of the use of self-assembled surfactant mesostructures to template the formation of mesoporous silica [20] -itself a kind of scaling up of the use of individual quaternary ammonium ions to direct the formation of synthetic zeolites such as ZSM-5.
One of the key issues in self-assembly is whether the process should be under primarily thermodynamic or kinetic control. For synthesis, thermodynamic control leads to a tidier catalogue of products, as demonstrated by the introduction of a 'clipping-together' technique for making rotaxanelike molecular 'necklaces' [34] , something that previously depended on the kinetically limited threading of components.
In some other applications the self-assembly process must be reversible. For example, if templating is to be exploited catalytically (as in molecular replication), it requires eventual separation of the product from the template, so the bonds holding the two together while assembly takes place must eventually be broken. And if molecular recognition and self-assembly is the agent of some dynamical process such as ion transport-for example, when ionophores such as valinomycin selectively bind metal (potassium) ions and carry them across a cell membrane (see below)-then the substrate must be able to leave the receptor as well as to bind to it. This need for reversibility is common in biological self-assembly and recognition: it is characteristic of cellsurface signalling, neurotransmission and the mechanisms of the immune response. High binding affinities favour strong selectivity but at the expense of reversibility. In proteins such as haemoglobin, a conformational change alters the substrate binding affinity, highlighting the relationship between rigidity and selectivity on the one hand, and flexibility and reversibility on the other. Gokel and co-workers have employed similar reasoning in developing lariat crown ethers, cyclic molecules with a pivoting arm that helps to secure the metal-ion targets but is labile enough to allow for their subsequent release [35] .
Energy conversion
The conversion of photonic to chemical energy is what powers nearly every ecosystem on Earth (hydrothermal vent communities are a rare, though perhaps an evolutionarily important, exception). Primary production, the formation of new vegetable matter by photosynthesis, is at the base of every food pyramid. And yet this ubiquitous process of natural energy conversion is, at face value, not obviously one that warrants mimicry in solar-energy research. Commercial solar cells, based on polycrystalline silicon, achieve energyconversion efficiencies of around 10%, while prototype solidstate devices using other kinds of semiconductor reach levels of up to 20%. In comparison, the efficiency of the chloroplast, a plant's light-harvesting organelle, is typically 8-9% under optimal conditions [36] .
But this does not mean that nature's design for solar cells is a poor one. Rather, we can imagine that the efficiency of operation is as great as it need be-that there is nothing to be gained by plants making more effective use of the incident photons. The rate of primary production is typically not limited by the amount of solar energy that can be converted into sugars, but by the availability of nutrients such as phosphate and iron.
Moreover, even in the commercial marketplace solar energy is not about achieving record-breaking energyconversion figures. It is about economics, about lowering the unit cost of solar cells. If commercial devices could be produced as cheaply as green leaves, they would have no need of outstanding performance in terms of efficiency. So in asking whether solar-cell technology can usefully learn from nature, the right question is: are there aspects of photosynthesis that might be gainfully employed to create cheaper devices?
One of the key differences between the chloroplast and a silicon solar cell is that the former is modular and the second monolithic (at least, relatively so). Tasks that are performed by different molecular entities in the chloroplast are subsumed into a single silicon matrix in the artificial devices. The semiconductor acts both as the light-absorbing medium and as the vehicle for transport of the photogenerated charges, the electrons and holes excited in silicon's conduction and valence bands respectively. This means that the potential for recombination is high: travelling in the same medium within which they are generated, electrons can readily fall back into holes in radiative and non-radiative decay processes. In the chloroplast this possibility is lessened because the electrons generated by absorption of a photon by chlorophyll are relayed rapidly to a series of other molecules in the thylakoid membrane within which the photosystems are embedded. This relay produces quick, long-lived and long-distance charge separation across the membrane. It is a trick that has been exploited in the solar cells developed by Grätzel and co-workers [37] . These devices assign charge generation and charge transport to different materials: the first takes place in ruthenium-based dye molecules immobilized on the surfaces of nanocystals of titania (TiO 2 ), while the second is performed by the titania itself, a semiconductor. The first of these nanocrystal cells were 'wet' photoelectrochemical devices: the dye-coated nanocrystals were deposited on an electrode surface in contact with an aqueous electrolyte, and redox couples such as the I − /I − 3 pair were used to replenish the electrons lost from the ruthenium dye ( figure 5(a) ). Efficiencies of around 10% were reported, and because powdered titania (a white pigment) is so cheap, the cells were relatively inexpensive. More recently Grätzel's group has reported a solid-state version in which an organic hole-transporting material takes the place of the aqueous electrolyte [38] . Commercialization is just beginning, and it seems likely that the low cost of these cells will make them serious competition for silicon devices.
Reducing recombination so as to achieve efficient, long-lived charge separation over long distances is the common objective of many other speculative systems for photoelectrochemical energy conversion. Some of these, such as nanocrystal cells, bear little resemblance to the chloroplast in terms of materials. Another approach uses chlorophylllike porphyrin units as the light-harvesting centres but arrayed at the open mouths of micropores in zeolite minerals, using a mobile molecular relay unit such as methylviologen inside the channels to transfer electrons to electrophilic centres far from the point of generation [39] . These systems may, like the chloroplast itself, be concerned not with the generation of electricity per se but with the use of solar energy to drive a chemical reaction. For example, the zeolite-based system acts as a photocatalytic generator of hydrogen from acidic solution, while related schemes will achieve the complete photocatalytic decomposition of water to hydrogen and oxygen [40] .
Moore, Gust and their co-workers have developed a much more explicitly biomimetic system that derives a kind of artificial metabolism from sunlight. They use an electron relay process conducted within the cell-like lipid membrane of liposomes to set up a light-generated proton-motive forcean excess of protons inside the liposome [41] . The relay system is a molecular triad, composed of a light-harvesting centre (a porphyrin) sandwiched between an electron donor and an electron acceptor ( figure 5(b) ). Photon absorption by the porphyrin molecule causes charge separation, with the transfer of an electron from the donor to the acceptor group. The electron is then taken up by a shuttle molecule moving within the liposome wall. Once reduced, the shuttle transfers a proton from the outside to the inside of the liposome, so that the pH of the internal compartment decreases. So photon absorption ultimately induces the generation of a protonmotive force across the membrane, analogous to the situation in photosynthesis.
To utilize this electrochemical potential, Moore and colleagues have incorporated the enzyme ATP synthase into the liposome walls [42] . This molecule uses the imbalance of protons to drive the conversion of ADP to ATP, producing the key 'battery molecule' of cellular metabolism. They hope to couple the process to the generation of the coenzyme NADPH. In photosynthesis it is the light-driven production of ATP and NADPH that sets the scene for the 'dark reactions', the construction of sugars from CO 2 . In these biomimetic photochemical devices, generation of these two molecules could in principle be used to power all kinds of enzymatic chemistry.
Light-harvesting in the chloroplast's photosystems is not reliant on absorption by chlorophyll alone. There are several accessory photopigments which increase the absorbing area and the wavelength sensitivity, and which channel the energy of absorbed photons onto the photosynthetic reaction centre down an energy gradient.
This concept of an 'antenna' system that acts as a funnel for captured energy has been mimicked in synthetic light-harvesting systems such as the dendrimers prepared by Moore and co-workers [43] . Here the arms of the highly branched macromolecules are made of rod-like conjugated groups which absorb visible light. A progressive shortening of the arms in successive generations of the dendrimer's structure decreases the wavelength of their absorption maximum. This means that the energy captured by all the light-absorbing groups is funnelled into the dendrimer's centre-where it is revealed in the fluorescence of a perylene reporter group (figure 6).
For storing and transmitting captured photochemical energy, the molecular engineer cannot but be inspired by the elegance of the scheme used by photosynthetic bacteria. The light is absorbed by porphyrin groups embedded within a doughnutshaped protein complex called LH2. This device must be able to store the energy (without losing it as heat) before passing it on to the similarly shaped but larger LH1 complex, which uses it to create an electrochemical potential. Crystallographic analysis shows the LH2 complex to be a supramolecular storage ring, in which eighteen disc-like porphyrin groups are stacked face to face around the circumference (figure 7) [44] . The energy can pass freely between the porphyrin groups, and can be tapped off at any point around the ring to a nearby LH1 complex. A synthetic analogue of this splendid design would indeed be something to admire.
Sensing
Nature has some of the most sensitive sensor devices known. The rod-type photoreceptors in the retina can register the absorption of a single photon, enabling us to retain some vestige of vision even under starlight. The eye provides sufficient visual information to discriminate around seven million colours. And we can distinguish between a menu of thousands of smells and tastes-even ones we have never encountered before.
In 1801 Thomas Young recognized that the most parsimonious option for the visual system would be to have just three colour receptors, one for each primary. But there are no primary smells, and so attempts to develop discriminating chemical sensors-'artificial noses'-must consider whether it is better to have a different receptor for each analyte molecule, or to have fewer sensing elements but more signal processing at a higher level. It is natural to ask which option the olfactory system chooses. The answer seems to be an intermediate one.
The olfactory apparatus, located in the olfactory bulb in the roof of the nasal cavity, deploys a large number (many hundreds) of protein receptors, but clearly does not operate on the basis of one receptor per odorant.
The olfactory system exemplifies a very common biological transduction mechanism, called the G-proteincoupled receptor signalling mechanism. When they bind their substrates, receptor proteins embedded in a membrane activate a so-called G protein on the interior surface of the membrane. (The physical basis of the transduction underlying this activation is still not known). This triggers a signalling pathway in which a subunit of the G protein activates adenylate cyclase, which catalyses the formation of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). The cAMP triggers the opening of a sodium channel, setting up an action potential that leads to nerve signalling. Essentially the same pathway operates for the visual system (where photopigments such as rhodopsin replace the olfactory receptor, and cyclic GMP is the 'second messenger' that activates a sodium channel) and in neurotransmission.
An olfactory sensation cannot, in general, be identified with G-protein activation by any single kind of receptor.
Rather, it appears that every neuron in the olfactory bulb is involved in the generation of odorant perception. That is to say, the information about the odorant is encoded in some distinctive pattern of activity across the entire bulb, which is decoded at a higher processing level. Moreover, this pattern can be dependent on previous stimuli-which is why we can become 'acclimatized' to a particular odour.
This places considerable demands on the downstream processing of sensory information, but it allows for a much more flexible response than a one-odour/one-receptor principle.
And so some artificial noses have derived inspiration from this mechanism, by developing large arrays of relatively unspecific sensory elements and relying on highlevel computation to match the resultant signal to a particular stimulus. For example, Walt and co-workers have fabricated arrays of optical fibres on which individual tips are coated with microscopic particles or beads to which solvatochromic dyes are adsorbed. The fluorescence from each dye is sensitive to interaction with analyte molecules [45] . The time-dependent changes in fluorescence from the laser-excited chromophores exposed to the analyte are fed into a neural network trained to recognize the fingerprint of different molecular species. Notice that again the hardware here is not at all biomimetic-it is the principle, combining a limited specificity of molecular interactions with higher-level signal processing, which mimics that of olfaction.
Transduction
Essential to any sensing device is the process of transduction or signalling. In engineering, this is typically conducted electronically or, increasingly, optically. But it is rare in biology for electrons to represent the charge carriers of electrical signalling, at least in the sense of their being mobile in extended electron states. Electrons are more typically passed between molecules in a series of redox reactions. This is how the electrons excited from the b a Figure 7 . The light-harvesting LH2 complex of photosynthetic bacteria (a), a molecular 'storage ring' in which absorbed energy is delocalized around a ring of 18 stacked porphyrins, shown explicitly in (b) (from [44] ). chlorophyll molecule in photosynthesis are moved across the thylakoid membrane: passed from chlorophyll to pheophytin and on to two plastoquinone molecules in succession. Attempts to develop molecular wires-molecules such as polyacetylene and carbon nanotubes that transport electrons through conjugated systems-are therefore still based firmly in the electronics paradigm rather than the biological.
Electrical signals in nerve cells travel by virtue of ion transport laterally in and out of the axon. The passage of sodium and potassium ions through channels in the walls of the axon allows an action potential to propagate along the tubular cell. Transmembrane transport of these metal ions is fundamental to cell biology, and attempts to mimic it artificially laid the foundation of supramolecular chemistry. Some of the earliest studies in molecular recognition by Lehn in the 1970s explored the use of crown ethers as mimics of cyclic peptide ionophores such as valinomycin, which bind cations selectively in their internal cavities ( figure 8(a) ). The ionophore has polar groups on the inside that can bind to the ion, but hydrophobic groups around the periphery that render the molecule compatible with the fatty interior of a bilayer membrane. Thus the ionophore gives the ion a 'greasy sheath' to enable it to pass through the membrane. Natural ionophores act as antibiotics by upsetting the ionic balance across bacterial cell walls. The other way to transport ions is to provide them with a polar channel-in cells, a protein pore embedded in the membrane with a lipophilic outer face and a hydrophilic inner face. Artificial mimics of ion channels include crown ethers coupled by aliphatic chains, which can fold up into a tunnel of hoops in a lipid membrane [46] , and peptide nanotubes-cyclic peptide molecules designed to stack into cylindrical channels by the suitable placement of hydrogen-bonding groups around their edges ( figure 8(b) ) [47] . These peptides have been shown to induce transmembrane ion transport at rates comparable to those of natural ion-channel proteins such as gramicidin A [48] , and show considerable promise as antibiotics [49] .
Homologies between ion-channel proteins enable one to identify those structural elements that hold the key to their activity. These can be surprisingly minimal, making it feasible to copy ion-channel behaviour in synthetic analogues that incorporate only a very small part of the protein's secondary structure. A chain of seven key amino acids is all that is needed to fashion artificial chloride channels based on those in nature [50] . The synthetic molecule anchors itself in a lipid bilayer membrane via a lipophilic end, and the heptapeptide chain arches to form a chloride-selective channel. Each channel seems to consist of a dimer of these molecules. Even more remarkably, they display voltage gating like that seen in natural chloride channels.
In macroscale engineering, transduction is often conducted mechanically. Generation of linear mechanical force and torque is widespread in the cell too: in the rotary motors of bacterial flagella, the rotary head of ATP synthase, and the ratcheting motion of the ribosome along mRNA during protein synthesis, for example. The paradigmatic examples of molecular force generation in biology are the molecular motors myosin, which powers the contraction of muscle tissue, and kinesin and dynein, which drive motion and transport along cytoskeletal microtubules. Myosin is a filamentary protein which operates in a ratchet-like manner. Its head binds to an actin filament, with which myosin is interdigitated in muscle cells. The power stroke of myosin is generated when the head undergoes a conformational change, ultimately powered by ATP hydrolysis. After kinking to pull the myosin filament along the actin thread, the head detaches and recovers its original conformation before attaching at a new location and repeating the cycle. No molecular-scale mimics of this kind of directed ratchet motion have been reported, although I shall return later to the hybridization of natural molecular motors with synthetic constructs. But controlled rotational motion has been achieved in synthetic DNA 'machines' that use a conformational change of the double helix to develop torque [51] , and in propeller-like molecules that can be rotated in a specific direction on a molecular axle by a sequence of chemical transformations [52] . The latter, involving a sequence of bond making and bond breaking, could easily be construed as unwieldy if it were not for the demonstration by motor proteins that this need be no hindrance to the attainment of smooth and reliable motion. Balzani et al [53] have recently reviewed the topic of mechanical motion in molecular 'machines'.
Materials
The extraordinary properties of natural materials and their mimicry in artificial ones are issues that have been amply advertised elsewhere [54] [55] [56] . But it is germane to my theme to attempt to collect together some of the guiding principles that, in determining the properties of natural materials at the nanoscopic scale, are regarded as attractive targets for the materials chemist.
Perhaps foremost amongst these is the appreciation that, while the optimization of a particular material parameter tends to involve the fine-tuning of a specific feature of the structure, the combination of several desirable properties is typically a matter of controlling structure and organization across several different length scales. In other words, natural materials display a hierarchical structure [57] . The strength of bone is more than a matter of combining organic (collagen) and inorganic (hydroxyapatite) materials in some composite manner; there are distinct types of organization at scales ranging from the primary structure of the collagen helices, Figure 10 . The proteinaceous filaments that are pulled out of the organic binding layer between separated sheets of aragonite in nacre (a) extend in a stepwise manner, as revealed by force measurements with the atomic force microscope (b). The sawtooth stress-strain curve creates a greater work of fracture (area below the curve) than that for either a short, stiff adhesive strand or a long, smoothly elastic one (after [62] ). (This figure is in colour only in the electronic version) through to the placement of the crystals along the fibrils at the 100 nm scale to the arrangement of osteon fibres at submillimetre scales and the macroporosity of the bulk substance ( figure 9(a) ). A comparable hierarchy of structure is evident in most of nature's structural materials, notably wood, tendon, cartilage and silk ( figure 9(b) ). In many of these instances the mechanical function of the components of the hierarchy can be understood according to familiar engineering principles. In functional tissues such as internal organs, the precise arrangement of cell types is highly complex and it is not so easy to deduce what is essential for effective mimicry. The juxtaposition of fibroblasts and hepatocytes in liver tissue, for instance, is crucial for optimal function of the latter in a way that must be understood and mimicked in the tissue engineering of an artificial liver [58] .
Related to the idea of hierarchy is the use of modular structure: building up materials through the assembly of identical smaller units. I would distinguish this from the case of conventional crystal growth, where the resulting material is monolithic, by the fact that in a modular assembly the individual units 'make themselves known': they have particular properties which feature in the behaviour of the whole. Of course, all multicellular tissues and organisms are modular in this sense, and the purely mechanical advantages of a cellular material are well rehearsed [59] . A modular architecture can, for example, help to localize damage. The stepwise unfolding of the titin protein, which is involved in force generation, is due to a kind of modular domain structure and gives it a stress-strain curve very different from a purely elastic filament [60, 61] . A similar sawtooth-like stress-strain curve has been measured for the polymeric filaments that are pulled out from the organic binder between the aragonite plates of nacre as the plates are separated (figure 10) [62] . Because the area under the curve, equal to the work of fracture, is greater in this case than for either a stiff, strong filament or an elastic one, this modular extension behaviour makes for a tough adhesive, and may prove to be a more general mechanism in biology.
One of the predominant leitmotifs of nature's structural materials is orientational control of fibre growth. In bone, the oriented packing of the collagen fibrils increases the elastic modulus, the work of fracture and the breaking strain of the hydroxyapatite. The high fracture toughness of woodgreater than that predicted for a simple fibrous composite of the fibre and matrix components-seems to be due largely to the helical winding of cellulose fibres in the multilayered cell walls [63] . The role of orientation of the protein fibres in silk is now near-legendary, although precisely how this is achieved in the spinning and drawing process is still not fully understood [64, 65] .
Another facet, so to speak, of the creation of hierarchical structure in biomaterials is the controlled nucleation and growth of crystals. The archetype here is nacre, with its layered sandwich of mineral platelets and protein sheets; but it is worth emphasizing that this is not a universal feature of shell. Eggshell, for instance, has a very different columnar structure which, while less strong, is quicker to deposit. Bone is a much more intimate marriage of mineral and macromolecule, while tooth enamel can develop an interwoven texture that reveals control of crystal growth in all three dimensions. The layered structure of nacre lends itself most obviously to mimetic synthesis, since we have already considerable experience with the preparation of layered composites. The basic strengthening mechanism-crack deflection at weak interfaces-is well understood, but many questions still remain about how the crystal phase, nucleation centres and growth morphology are guided by the organic matrix and soluble macromolecules.
Natural materials are, almost by definition, selfassembling-which generally also implies that there are active control systems to provide self-repair, self-reinforcement and disassembly when needed. Although an over-used and at best ambiguous term, self-assembly has become an objective of much of materials chemistry. The contrast is clearest when juxtaposed against fabrication methods such as injection moulding or chemical vapour deposition; but in general the term has a Humpty Dumpty quality of being defined in whatever manner the user chooses. What is clear, however, is that chemical and interparticle forces can do a lot of hard work for us, as the synthesis of ordered mesoporous silica reveals [20] .
'Is anything not self-assembly'? ask Whitesides and Grzybowski [66] , who note that the term seems to be 'limitlessly elastic'. They suggest it be reserved for processes in which pre-existing components aggregate in a reversible manner that is susceptible to control by design. Whether crystallization matches these criteria is open to debate. But the validity of regarding crystallization as a self-assembly process is clearer when it occurs on the scale of submicrometre colloidal spheres to produce a kind of artificial opal [67] that exhibits useful optical behaviour such as a photonic band gap [68] .
Nature's methods for highly directed self-assembly, such as the sequence-specific ligation of DNA strands, has been used to stunning effect to create topologically complex molecular architectures [69] and extended, ordered arrays of interlinked DNA loops [70] . Molecular recognition and self-assembly processes explored at the few-molecule level in supramolecular chemistry are increasingly being employed to construct extended arrays in one, two and three dimensions [13, 28, 47, 71, 72] .
One of the most useful schemes adopted for natural self-assembly is the use of templates. This principle can be discerned in systems ranging from the transcriptional apparatus to the aforementioned use of organic tissues to shape and pattern biominerals such as bone and exoskeletons. Again, mesoporous silica exemplifies the use of the templating principle for materials patterning at nanometre length scales, while colloidal crystals, vesicles and monodisperse microemulsions have been used as casts for making porous solids scaled up by a further order of magnitude or so [73] [74] [75] [76] . Nature seems to employ this approach in a hierarchical manner to create ordered patterns of pores over length scales from micrometres to nanometres in the silica shells of diatoms [33] . Templating can be a simple matter of casting around a mould, as is more or less the case in these instances, or it can involve more refined interactions at the interface, such as atomicscale epitaxial matching between the mould and cast (as was originally proposed for nacre).
Related to templating is the idea of compartmentalization: of conducting materials synthesis in compartments that delimit the extent of growth as well as providing a microenvironment in which parameters such as supersaturation of a precipitating phase can be delicately controlled by active transport of ions. This is how many biomineralization processes takes place, perhaps most dramatically in the formation of exquisitely patterned coccolith plates in the soft tissues of coccolithophores [77] . Relatively simple mimetic processes include the use of the iron-storage protein ferritin as an enclosed compartment for the formation of monodisperse iron oxide nanoparticles [78] , or the casting of inorganic particles inside the empty protein coats (virions) of viruses [79] . Less evidently biomimetic but nevertheless using the same idea is the creation of 'nanowires' of metals inside carbon nanotubes [80] . 
A chemical marriage
I think it is unsurprising that, in surveying this field, one can find scant evidence of any concerted or consistent strategy for applying lessons from biology to molecular science and engineering. Rather, the biomimetic aspect of much of the work described here is evident only in retrospect. Nonetheless, there are also many examples of the benefits to be had from using natural systems as a guide to design at the molecular scale. While I feel sure that this approach will continue to be exploited in creative ways in the coming years, I shall conclude by describing a few studies that give a nod towards a somewhat different philosophy.
The rotary motion of the membrane protein in ATP synthase has been commandeered by Montemagno and coworkers to drive a nanoscale propeller [81] . This enzyme has a 'spindle' that embeds in a lipid membrane, and a head that rotates as it converts ADP to ATP: one full revolution for every three ATP molecules synthesized. Montemagno et al stand the enzyme on its head on a post etched from a nickel substrate, and chemically modify the up-ended spindle in order to attach one end of a nickel rod about a micrometre long (figure 11). Fuelled with ATP, the enzyme works 'inreverse' to convert it to ADP, rotating the nickel blade at a rate of around five revolutions per second.
Leibler and co-workers have found that the assembly of microtubules into the aster formation that presages the development of the mitotic spindle before cell division can be mimicked in vitro [82] . They synthesized artificial molecular motors by binding four kinesin molecules together. Kinesin binds to microtubules and moves along the filaments in a ratchet-like manner. Leibler and colleagues found that these motors would arrange microtubules into star-like bundles resembling asters if left to their own devices (figure 12).
Vogel and co-workers have demonstrated the directional movement of microtubules across surfaces in the presence of kinesin [83] . The kinesin is bound to shear-oriented films of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), and deposits preferentially along the striated grooves and ridges of the polymer film at low concentrations. This sets up linear tracks of motors for propelling adsorbed microtubules. The technique was pioneered by Suzuki et al [84, 85] , who used immobilized myosin molecules to transport actin filaments in a directional manner. In subsequent studies, Vogel et al were able to demonstrate the transport of 'cargo' (nanoparticles) attached to microtubules propelled in this way [86] , to effect lightactivated on-off switching of the motion using 'caged' ATP as the fuel [86] and to exploit the random motions of fluorescently labelled microtubules to generate images of surface topography with a resolution of less than 50 nm [87] .
There are exciting possibilities for using this kind of directed mechanical motion for assembly processes at the molecular scale. But it seems unlikely to me that there is much to be gained by doing it with artificial molecular motors designed from scratch-whether inspired by motor proteins or not. Rather, I envisage this being one of many areas where 'learning from nature' becomes a matter of adapting nature's existing machinery for technological ends. There need be no sharp distinction between the natural world and artificial mimics of it; instead, a hybridization of the two might reconfigure the cell's machinery to serve subtly different ends.
That is further illustrated in the report by Meier and coworkers of the use of a phage transfection strategy to transfer DNA into a wholly synthetic polymer vesicle [88] . Phage λ is a bacterial virus that transfers its genetic material into Gramnegative bacteria by attaching to the LamB membrane protein on the bacterial cell wall. Meier et al incorporated LamB into vesicles of a triblock copolymer, and found that phage λ could dock onto the vesicles and inject its DNA across the polymer membrane. This suggests that modified phages could be used as 'nanomachines' for loading genetic material into synthetic polymer nanoparticles used as vectors in gene therapy.
The 'post-synthesis' modification of natural materials is of course nothing new-Goodyear and the Hyatt brothers did as much in the 19th century with rubber and cellulose-but what I envisage is the modification of the means of production rather than the product. This is now a routine matter in biotechnology and genetic engineering; perhaps it is time that it became a part of nanotechnological thinking.
